We started it
Founded on mateship in 1973, TJM is the Aussie pioneer of 4WD equipment.

We’re tried and proven
Australia’s rugged, yet diverse landscape has provided the ideal testing ground. Whether your journey takes you on or off road, for work or play, TJM has the gear you can depend on.

We’re tough, yet sophisticated
Using the latest engineering and manufacturing technology, our products are exposed to stringent testing and thorough quality assurance procedures to guarantee our customers receive nothing but the best.

Everybody wants a piece of us
Our research and development team brings leading-edge and performance-driven products. We’re the experts not just on our home turf but also offshore, so it’s not surprising TJM’s Aussie innovations are exported around the globe.
PERFORMANCE YOU CAN RELY ON: BUILT STRONG, BUILT TO LAST.

Strength is the foundation – like your home every TJM canopy is built on a strong foundation. The integrated base rails are fundamental to the design. Equally important are the composite materials and processes that are used to build each fibreglass canopy. This guarantees performance and longevity you can rely on.

What you really need to know: weather-tight performance is so important, nothing is left to chance.

Windows are installed using a customised rubber seal with an encapsulated foam core to form an impenetrable water barrier. A rubber membrane secures the canopy to the vehicle which again creates the ultimate watertight seal.

Quality procedures: Unique water testing of all major components, backed up by a comprehensive water test for every canopy after final assembly.

Accessories need to be complimentary to the overall appearance of your vehicle. All TJM canopies are designed to match the vehicle lines and style for each and every application.

www.tjmcanopy.com
We’ve Set the Standard - AS 1235; 2000
In accordance with the loading requirements of the Australian standard. The following canopies have successfully achieved a rated load capacity of 100kg.

Solid Integrated Base-rail
Central to every canopy is the unique fully integrated base rail assembly. This provides a water tight, extremely strong mounting architecture for enduring performance.

Unique Water Barriers
Windows are installed using a customised rubber seal with an encapsulated foam core to form an impenetrable water barrier.

Security
Rear doors incorporate double pozi catch-latch & locking handles for added security.

Strength is the foundation
Heavy duty 5mm fibreglass construction.

Robust Roof Rack Mounts
A dual layer of 4.5mm fibre reinforced composite greatly increases the thickness and strength.

Easy Fitment - Water Tight
Pre-drilled mounting rails for precise vehicle fitment. A rubber membrane secures the canopy to the vehicle ensuring a watertight seal.

Window Options
Adaptable window options include: no windows (fibreglass sides), fixed, sliding or lift-up side windows options. High quality components, and tempered safety glass is used for all windows & doors.

Manufacturing Precision
Robotic machinery is incorporated within the manufacturing process for the trimming of the windows, door and base rail. This ensures accuracy quality and manufacturing efficiencies.

No Leak Exterior Trim
The exterior trim is fitted using a high bond adhesive to ensure a no leak design.
Ford Ranger 12+ Dual Cab Canopy
1077LUDC21T Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Ford Ranger 12+ Extra Cab Canopy
1077LUXC21T Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Foton Tunland 13+ Dual Cab Canopy
1077LUDC29A  Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Great Wall V200 10+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUDC32O  Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Great Wall V240 10+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUXC32O  Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Holden Colorado 12+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUDC32P Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Holden Colorado 12+ Extra Cab Canopy
1077LUXC32P  Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Isuzu D-Max 12+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUDC21S  Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Isuzu D-Max 12+ Extra Cab Canopy
1077LUXC21S  Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Mazda BT50 12+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUDC21T  Slab Side Lift Up Windows

Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Mitsubishi Triton 09+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUDC50N Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Mazda BT50 12+ Extra Cab Canopy
1077LUXC21T Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Mitsubishi Triton 09+ Extra Cab Canopy
1077LUXC50N Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Nissan Navara D40 06+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUDC10L Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Nissan Navara D22 09+ Double Cab Canopy
1077LUDS09P Slab Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Nissan Navara D40 06+ Extra Cab Canopy
1077LUXC10L Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Toyota Hilux 05+ Double Cab Mid-line Canopy - Slab
1077LUDS87B Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Toyota Hilux 05+ Double Cab Canopy - Hook Side
1077LUDH87B Hook Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
Toyota Hilux 05+ Extra Cab Mid-line Canopy
1077LUXC87B Slab Side Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.

Volkswagen Amarok 10+ Double Cab Canopy
1077UWDC83V Slab Lift Up Windows
Sliding and fixed combinations are available upon request through your local TJM store.
FROM A CAMPSITE IN THE KIMBERLEY TO A BEACH IN BINALONG BAY, TJM HAS THE COUNTRY COVERED FOR GETTING 4WD EQUIPPED.

Since 1973, TJM has designed, tested and developed the most comprehensive and innovative range of 4WD equipment available in Australia today.

Our work goes on in the toughest testing ground we know, our own backyard.

Whether you’re camping or fishing, drilling or fencing, or just picking up the kids from school, get yourself TJM equipped. For anything.

TJM bull bars, nudge bars, side bars and steps, alloy and steel, engineered and refined to stringent Australian Safety Standards.

Roof rack solutions for all makes of vehicle - heavy duty or lightweight.

TJM Airtex snorkels, TJM XGS suspension, TJM recovery gear, TJM winches, TJM Pro Lockers, TJM roof top tents and awnings, dual battery systems and a whole lot more.

The list keeps growing like a good bush yarn, because at TJM we’re always striving for new ideas that’ll help and protect our customers while they enjoy their 4WD experience.

To see the complete TJM range of products and find your local distributor visit www.tjm.com.au where you’ll get a real good look at how TJM will get you equipped.